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Unlocking locked-in funds

Unlocking locked-in funds
While pension assets represent an important source of retirement income, locking-in
restrictions can hamper retirement income planning flexibility. By making full use of
maximum withdrawal limits, thousands of dollars of pension savings can be unlocked
while remaining tax-sheltered.
Individuals with pension savings often transfer these assets to a locked-in plan,
such as a Life Income Fund (LIF) to provide retirement income. While a LIF provides
a certain degree of flexibility, the annual minimum and maximum withdrawal limits
can restrict retirement income planning.
You are able to unlock a portion of your locked-in
savings without losing the benefit of tax-sheltered
investment growth.1
If you are looking for additional retirement income
flexibility, there is a straightforward strategy that can
unlock some of these locked-in funds.
If you need less than the maximum LIF withdrawal amount
each year, the difference between this maximum amount
and the amount actually withdrawn from the plan can
be transferred directly to a Registered Retirement Savings
Plan (RRSP) if you are 71 or younger, or to a Registered
Retirement Income Fund (RRIF).
The advantage? You are able to unlock a portion of
your locked-in savings without losing the benefit of taxsheltered investment growth. The unlocked funds can be
used when the need arises, without maximum withdrawal
restrictions.

An in-depth look at the issue... and the
opportunities
Pension legislation imposes a maximum amount that
can be withdrawn from LIFs because these plans hold
pension assets that remain under pension legislation. If the
maximum amount is not withdrawn from a locked-in plan,
it continues to be locked-in, even though the individual
had an opportunity to withdraw it.²
If LIF payments are set to the maximum amount, any
unused amounts between the minimum and maximum
amounts can be transferred to a regular RRSP for those 71
or younger, or to a RRIF each year. This unlocks assets that
would otherwise remain locked-in while maintaining the
tax-sheltered investment growth.
While the person may not need immediate access to these
funds, they gain future flexibility in their retirement income
planning by no longer being restricted by maximum
payment limits on the transferred funds.

¹In certain jurisdictions, unlocking locked-in funds may jeopardize the creditor protection that locked-in funds are afforded. Furthermore, unlocking may reduce any survivor benefit and priority
payment available to your spouse upon death. In Quebec, locked-in funds (LIFs, LIRAs, and locked-in RRSPs) can, in most cases, be paid directly to your spouse (or common-law partner) avoiding
your estate. In the case of unlocked funds (excluding a segregated fund contract RRSP or RRIF) the death benefit will go through your estate and your spouse will be forced to wait until the estate is
settled before the funds are received. ²Quebec, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and British Columbia pension legislation permits LIF clients who begin a LIF in the middle of a calendar year
with funds transferred from a LIRA or pension plan to take the full maximum payment for the year. First year payments under other jurisdictions must be prorated based on the number of months the
LIF was in force. Therefore, depending on your jurisdiction, the amount you can unlock in year 1 may be impacted by when you begin a LIF.

TIP
If funds are currently in a Locked-in Retirement Account (LIRA), individuals can transfer to a locked-in plan such as a LIF as soon as
pension legislation allows. This is typically at age 55, but varies by province – Alberta is age 50; Manitoba, Quebec, New Brunswick
and funds governed by federal legislation have no age requirements. Following this course of action means they will need to make
their annual withdrawals earlier than they might have planned – but they benefit by the unlocking occurring earlier as well.
Note: Some provinces do not allow a transfer back to a LIRA once the LIF option is chosen.³

Don’t Need the Income?
You may still want to consider an unlocking strategy as
early as possible. The minimum payment you have to
take into income can be used to make your annual RRSP
or TFSA contribution or to make a tax deductible interest
payment on money borrowed for investment purposes.

Other Options for Unlocking Funds
In order to provide more flexibility in meeting financial
needs during retirement, several pension jurisdictions now
provide individuals with the opportunity to unlock some or
all of their locked-in funds.
Some pension jurisdictions have introduced a limited
one-time opportunity to transfer a portion of LIF funds
to a regular RRSP, for those age 71 or younger, or a RRIF.
This means individuals may be able to unlock up to 50 per
cent of their locked-in savings without losing the benefit
of tax-sheltered investment growth. The amount that’s left
remains locked-in and is subject to the annual minimum
and maximum withdrawal limits.
Some provinces offer a prescribed RRIF (PRIF) that can be
used for funds transferred from a pension plan or from a
LIF. With a PRIF, the funds remain subject to the applicable
pension legislation but there is no limit on the maximum
annual payments. The investments in a PRIF continue to
benefit from tax-sheltered investment growth.

MAKING IT WORK
Richard is a 55-year-old investor who transfers a
$250,000 LIRA to a LIF.*
In the first year he can unlock the full amount (i.e.
maximum payment) allowed since there is no minimum.
In the second year at age 56, the:
■■

LIF maximum is 6.57%

■■

LIF minimum is 2.94%

■■

Difference is 3.63% the amount that can be unlocked
is $9,075(3.63% of $250,000)

In this example, if the funds earn an annual return of
five per cent, $81,000 could be transferred to an RRSP
or RRIF over a 10-year period. And since Richard also
unlocks the future investment earnings on any amount
transferred, the total amount unlocked over the 10-year
period becomes $103,000. If a younger spouse’s age
was used to calculate the RRIF minimum, more funds
would become unlocked each year.
The unlocked funds can provide significant
opportunities – providing the financial flexibility to meet
changing financial needs during retirement, or for an
emergency situation should it arise.
For illustration purposes only. Rates of return are not guaranteed, values change
frequently and past performance may not be repeated. * Assumes Ontario LIF.
The withdrawal percentages are based on the client’s age, the contract value on
January 1, 2017, and the current year’s CANSIM rate.

³The transfer back from a LIF to a LIRA results in an income inclusion and an offsetting deduction is available. Thus, there is no impact at the federal level on your net income or income-tested
benefits. However, in Quebec, this may result in an increase in the indirect tax burden (i.e., contributions to the Quebec Health Services Fund) as certain calculations are completed before the
offsetting deduction is available

Ideal Candidates

Take Action

An unlocking strategy for pension savings is worth
considering for those who:

The unlocking strategy is an easy one to carry out each
year. You simply need to:

■■

■■

■■

Are relying or plan to rely primarily on pension funds as
their main source of retirement income
Are looking for more flexibility in terms of access to their
retirement savings
Anticipate needing less than the maximum amount from
their LIF over the next several years

TIP
Investors may consider unlocking the maximum
provided under the applicable pension legislation
combined with an annual unlocking strategy. While
they may need to make annual withdrawals earlier, they
will benefit from greater flexibility and enhanced access
to locked-in funds in the future.

■■

■■

Select the minimum withdrawal amount (or the amount
needed as income) from the LIF and
Complete form T2030 once a year to transfer any
leftover maximum to an RRSP (for those under age 71)
or to a RRIF

This is a direct transfer, so no RRSP contribution room is
required and there is no withholding tax.

Investment options with Manulife
Investments
Mutual funds from Manulife Investments can help
meet your specific financial needs, throughout your life.
Whether you are just starting out, accumulating wealth
or are nearing/in retirement, mutual funds offered by
Manulife Investments, can provide you with solutions to
help build a portfolio that meets your needs. Manulife
utilizes four principal asset management firms to oversee
its extensive fund family. Each firm is recognized for its
strength and depth of experience in various asset classes
and investment styles. Manulife is committed to providing
superior investment products and services so you can enjoy
life and worry less.

Manulife Segregated Fund Contracts combine the
growth potential offered by a broad range of investment
funds, with the unique wealth protection features of an
insurance contract. Through Manulife segregated fund
contracts, investors can help minimize their exposure to
risk through income, death and maturity guarantees,
potential creditor protection features, and estate planning
benefits – all from a single product or insurance contract.
The Manulife Investments Guaranteed Interest
Contract (GIC) offers competitive rates plus investment
options that include Basic, Escalating Rate and Laddered
GIC Accounts. Investors benefit from a guarantee on
their principal investment and from several different
investment options that can diversify and add flexibility
to their portfolio. Manulife Investments GICs can be an
ideal solution for conservative investors looking to help
grow their wealth, but who are also concerned about
minimizing risk.

For more information, please contact your
advisor or visit manulife.ca/investments

The commentary in this publication is for general information only and should not be considered investment or tax advice to any party. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals to ensure that any action
taken with respect to this information is appropriate to their specific situation. Any amount that is allocated to a segregated fund is invested at the risk of the contractholder and may increase or decrease in value. The
Manufacturers Life Insurance Company is the issuer of the Manulife segregated fund contract and is the guarantor of any guarantee provisions therein. Manulife Funds and Manulife Corporate Classes are managed by
Manulife Investments, a division of Manulife Asset Management Limited. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the fund
facts as well as the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Manulife, the Block Design, the Four Cube Design,
and Strong Reliable Trustworthy Forward-thinking are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
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